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A_De n from the Office of En- established several

assessment team important management pro-

vironment, Safety and Health (EH), U.S. grams supporting conduct of operations in a timely
partment of Energy (DOE), conducted manner, including a conduct-of-operations imple-
assessment of the 242-A Evaporator mentation plan, a lessons-learned program, a self-

at the Hanford Site during January 17-28, 1994. assessment program, and a performance measure-
On March 21-23, 1994, the EH team returned to ment system. WHC's failure to take full advantage
evaluate progress and to close out open prestart of the recent stand-down to correct these deficien-
findings and concerns. The primary objective of cies heightens EH concern in this area.
this assessment was independent assurance that Although the maintenance program has been
the DOE Office of Environmental Management reorganized and is showing improvement, problems
(EM), the DOE Richland Operations Office (DOE- persist--such as the reliability of radiation moni-
RL), and the Westinghouse Hanford Company tors in the AP and AW Tauk Farms. General im-
(WHC) can safely commence evaporator operation, provement is also evident ,.'n facility safety docu-
The EH assessment encompassed the following mentation and the conduct of engineering design
functional areas: conduct of operations, mainte- analysis, yet there is some concern as to the con-
nance, engineering and configuration management, trol of operational safety requirements and the
safety analysis, worker safety and health, training implementation of the unreviewed-safety-question
and qualification, management and oversight, and process.
closure activities. As part of its assessment, the EH Finally, poor radiological control practices ob-
team also evaluated the EM Operational Readiness served during the conuuct of a performance drill
Evaluation (ORE). may be indicative of programmatic problems in this

Overall, eight programmatic concerns (HTF- area. With the issuance of the DOE Radiological
242A-94-01-01 through HTF-242A-94-01-08), Control Manual, expectations are now clearly docu-
supported by 38 individual findings, were identi- mented and achievable; however, additional man-
fled. Of the eight concerns, four have been resolved, agement attention to existing deficiencies in this
and four are closed. Corrective actions have been area is warranted.

completed for all prestart findings and concerns. EH concluded that the composite ORE activi-
Strevgths were observed in several areas, particu- ties conducted for the 242-A Evaporator restart
larly WHC management and engineering design, met the intent of DOE 5480.31, Startup and Re-
WHC support of facility training programs is ap- start of Nuclear Facilities. The reviews conducted
parent. Weaknesses were identified in the areas of by EH confirmed that there are no outstanding
conduct of operations, maintenance, and radiologi- significant Order noncompliances and that all
cal practices. A programmatic breakdown in the prestart finding,a, including those identified by the
Order compliance process related to submittal and EM Operational Readiness Evaluation team, have
approval of the Compliance Schedule Agreements been closed. There remain no outstanding health
was also noted, and safety issues that would preclude or adversely

The EH team observed several deficiencies in affect restart of the 242-A Evaporator.
the area of conduct of operations. WHC had not

14 • Restart Oversight Assessment of Hanford 242-A Eva i_orator
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OVERVIEW
An assessment team from the Office of Envi- 5480.31, Startup and Restart of Nuclear Facilities.

ronment, Safety and Health (EI-I),U.S. Department Functional areas assessed included conduct of op-
of Energy (DOE), conducted an independent as- erations, maintenance, engineering and configu-
sessment of the 242-A Evaporator at the Hartford ration management, safety analysis, worker safety
Site during January 17-28, 1994. An EH team and health, training and qualification, and man-
member remained on-site following the assessment agement and over_ight. Assessment activities in-
to track corrective actions and resolve prestart f'md- cluded familiarization with applicable DOE Orders
ings. On March 21-23, 1994, the EH team returned and nuclear industry standards; a review of cor-
to close out open prestart concerns and findings, rective actions taken by the contractor in response

The primary objective of this assessment was to previous EH findings; and an eveluation of the
independent assurance that the DOE Office of ORE Implementation Plan, the qualifications of
Environmental Management (EM), the DOE individual ORE team members, and specific ORE
Richland Operations Office (DOE-RL), and activities.
Westinghouse Hartford Company (WHC) can safely The following section of this report provides
restart the evaporator, background information on the 242-A Evaporator

The 242-A Evaporator concentrates low-heat- and Operational Readiness Review (ORR) activi-
generating liquid wastes, reducing their volume and ties conducted to date. The next chapter is divided
thus the number of double-shell tanks required to into sections that address the results of discrete
store them at the Hanford Site Tank Farms. Op- assessment activities. Each section includes a brief
eration of the evaporator commenced in 1977. statement of conclusions for the functional area in
On the basis of waste projections, WHC determined question, descriptiorL_of the review bases and meth-
that the evaporator would be required to operate ods, and a detailed discussion of the results. Con-
through the year 2000. It was placed on standby in cerns identified during the assessment are listed
April 1989 to allow for the upgrades necessary for for the section to which they apply, and the spe-
compliance with requirements of the Resource cific findings upon which the concern is based can
Conservation and Recovery Act pertaining to the be found immediately thereafter.
disposition of dangerous wastes and for the imple- Concerns are categorized as "open," "resolved,"
mentation of design changes, including new moni- or "closed." A concern is open until EM, EH, DOE-
toring control and vessel ventilation systems to RL, and WHC agree on acceptable corrective ac-
extend the operating life of the evaporator, tions, at which time it is considered resolved. A

Another objective of the EH team was to as- concern is closed when the corrective actions are
sess EM's Operational Readiness Evaluation (ORE) complete and EH has verified their satisfactory
to determine if the programs, procedures, and implementation.
management systems implemented for operation Appendix A contains a list of concerns and ap-
of the 242-A Evaporator ensure the protection of plicable corrective actions; Appendix B presents a
worker safety and health. The bases for this as- status summary of previous EH-32 observations
sessment are the criteria contained in DOE and findings.

16 • Restart Oversight Assessment of Hanford 242-A Evaporator
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BACKGROUND

The 242-A Evaporator is in the 200 East Area slurry feed and water vapor production occur.
near the center of the Hanford Site, about 25 miles Double-shell slurry feed is transferred from the
northwest of Richland, Washington. It is operated evaporator through encased underground piping
by the Westinghouse Hanford Company for the to valve pits and is then distributed to double-shell
DOE Richland Operations Office. tanks in the 200 East Area. Gases and water vapor

By a process of evaporation and concentration, are passed through one primary and two second-
the evaporator reduces the volume of liquid wastes ary condensers, to produce process concentrate and
generated at the Hanford Site, and thereby reduces a gaseous effluent. The gaseous effluent is filtered
the number of double-shell tanks required to store and released to the environment via the vessel vent
such wastes. Evaporation generates two product exhaust system. Process concentrate is collected
streams: (1) a liquid stream, the so-called double- in Tank C-100 and passed through an ion exchange
shell slurry feed; and (2) a process concentrate column before being discharged to the Liquid Ef-
stream. Waste feed is pumped from Tank 241-AW- fluent Retention Facility. Cooling water from the
102 through an encased underground feed line to condensers is discharged to Pond 216-B-3. The
the Evaporator Building and _hen into the evapo- reboiler steam condensate is impounded in Basin
rator vessel for processing. The vessel, the process 207-A SC and is released to Pond 216-B on verifi-
concentrate collection system, and associated pip- cation that the results of a radiological sampling of
ing and equipment provide primary confinement the basin are within prescribed release limits.
of the waste. The Evaporator Building and its yen- The 242-A Evaporator was shut down in April
tilation system provide secondary confinement for 1989 for the resolution of a hazardous waste issue
liquids and airborne particulate releases inside the and for upgrades to extend facility life. During the
structure, outage, the facility was placed on standby status,

Waste feed is evaporated to a specified concen- and its hazard designation was changed from "low
tration in the evaporator vessel, where double-shell hazard" to "moderate hazard." The 242-A Evapo-

ir
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Process Condensate Treatment Facility

Treatment
Facility

/
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Introduction • 3

rator Safety Analysis Report (SAR) was revised to " i,
reflect the safety envelope associated with the Hanford Effluent Waste Cycle
changed classification.

After installation of the life extension upgrades
and construction of three liquid effluent retention !......................_,ie.............................................................................
basins, WHC conducted an Operational Readiness i n _,t_,_n, _ _ ,an_,dw=t.VitrificationPlant

Review of the evaporator before requesting EM to i_i "_ _ "_ II
perform its ORE. The first ORE, conducted jointly - _b_S,e,T.,_ ..................
by EM and DOE-RL in June 1993, yielded a hum- _._ G,_ /
ber of pre- and poststart findings, comments, and _,_, _t_ ca,_=e_

observations. _te w=,,Oversight of the fu t,ORE was conducted sepa- '..........................................
rately by the Office of Nuclear Safety Site Repre- _.U__L_.

Frocesslng

sentatives (EH-14) and the Office of Environment, F_,_
Safety and Health (EH-32). The Office of Nuclear ............_?_._,o_............
Safety concluded that the first ORE had been con-
ducted prematurely--a large number of outstand- --_ --_ --_ Grout
ing prestart items were identified--and that the !

Single-Shell Double-Shell Double-Shell /facility was not ready for startup. Ta,_ T,n_ T_,_
On August 12, 1993, WHC ordered a stand- |$

down of the Hanford Tank Farms, including the 242-A !

242-A Evaporator, citing deficiencies in thecOn-of Evaporato_¢_.--_[_..." /___

duct of operatiuns. Since initiation of the stand-
down, WHC has completed a number operational _]-_.i-
assessments and has taken steps to implement pro- / Vault
grammatic and other enhancements. Although the P_o_=Co,_,,ate
corrective actions are still under way, it is WHC's " ..............................................................................
conclusion that sufficient improvements have been LERFBasins

made to allow for safe restart of the evaporator. "..............................._-_'- [That conclusion was the basis for a letter, dated _ _December 9, 1993, in which WHC requested that EffluentTreatmentFacility

EM complete the ORE for restart of the 242-A .....................................................................................................................
Evaporator.

From November 29 to December 23, 1993, the ................Do.e_s=e_m._J_,e_._e
DOE Richland Tank Operations Office conducted ................Fo_F_,,o,,,oce=
a separate ORR of the 242-A Evaporator. The ob-
jective was to validate that corrective actions con- _
nected with the June 1993 ORE prestart findings
were complete. The review focused on the SAR and ation, the extended evaporator shutdown, the in-
the safety envelope, conduct of operations, indus- tervening issuance of DOE 5480.31, Startup and
trial hygiene and occupational safety, and emer- Restart of Nuclear Facilities, and the Tank Farm
gency preparedness. Results of the review revealed stand-down for evaluation of the conduct of opera-
no safety-significant issues that would delay re- tions, EH concluded that the ORE would have to
sumption of the ORE. be expanded; that is, areas previously addressed

Original EM plans for resumption of the ORE would have to be examined in greater detail, and
called for a review of the prestart corrective ac- conformity with _ae requirements of DOE 5480.31
tions covered in the first ORE conducted in June would have to be determined. At the request of
1993, as well as minimal vertical slice reviews. EH, EM expanded the scope and duration of the
However, given the length of time since that evalu- ORE.



ASSESSMENTrEsULTS

A. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

Operations at the 242-A Evaporator are con- Results
ducted by trained and certified operators in accor-
dai_ce with approved procedures. The more signifi-
cant findings identified pertain to procedure con- Conduct of Operations Program and
sisgency and configuration control, procedure use, Implementation Planmanagement oversight, and facility status. Con-
cerns were identified in the areas of plan and pro- Westinghouse Hartford Company (WHC) has
gram implementation (see box, p. 6) and procedure not prepared a conduct-of-operations implementa-
control and use (see box, p. 9). tion plan in accordance with the requirements of

DOE 5480.19. According to facility documentation,
Assessment Basis however, the elements of such a plan are in prepa-

ration. The following statement appears in the
The assessment was based on the requirements Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Appendix 10A, Sec-

of U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order tion 1, U.S. Department of Energy Order 5480.19
5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements for Compliance Assessment: "[Of] the 120 DOE Or-
DOE Facilities. Emphasis was placed on those ele- der 5480.19 criteria evaluated, 77 satisfied the DOE
ments deemed essential to safe operation of the Order. For each requirement not satisfied, a course
242-A Evaporator: procedures and instructions, of corrective actions has been identified .... An

shift routines and operating practices, facility and implementation plan is being developed to initiate
equipment status, communications, and operator corrective actions." Evidence of the plan referenced
knowledge, in the SAR could not be located. (Finding 04: A

AnDFoach conduct-of-operations implementation plan has not'. "VI " been prepared by WHC.)
The assessors familiarized themselves with Furthermore, WHC has not established all as-

DOE 5480.19 and with administrative and imple- pects of a conduct-of-operations program for the
menting procedures for conduct of operations at 242-A Evaporator in accordance with DOE 5480.19
the 242-A Evaporator. They also interviewed op- and the company's own requirements, and the
erations personnel, including Shift Managers, schedule for program completion is inconsistent
board operators, and equipment operators; con- with the restart schedule for the facility.
ducted tabletop reviews and simulated walk- Section 3.1 ofWHC-IP-0842, Waste TaI_kAd-
throughs of selected procedures; and observed shift ministration Manual, contains a list of policy state-
routines and various emergency drills, ments with respect to conduct of operations. How-
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The requirements of DOE 5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities, have not
been fully satisfied, nor have requests for exemption from compliance been justified, iCIosed)

Finding 04: A conduct-of-operations implementation plan has not been prepared by WHC. (Closed)

Finding 33: The conduct-of-operations program for the 242-A Evaporator is incomplete. (Closed)
I

IIIIII I I I III II

ever, statements for only 14 ofthe 18 elements are since the June Operational Readiness Evaluation
included. Statements for the remaining four--(l) (ORE) indicates that facility personnel continue to
control of on-shift training, (2) notifications, (3) have difficulty in meeting the requirements of DOE
operations aspects of facility chemistry and unique 5480.19 as confirmed by the stand-down at the
processes, and (4) operations procedures--have not Tank Farm to improve the conduct of operations.
been developed. Although WHC has not determined The failure of WHC to ensure full compliance with
whether these four elements nmst be addressed in the requirements of DOE 5480.19 is viewed as a
its graded approach to conduct of operations, the concern.
missing policy statements are scheduled to be is-

sued before September 30, 1994--i.e., after the Control Room Operations
scheduled date of 242-A Evaporator restart. Sec-
tion 5.0 of the same manual includes a series of The assessment focused on a variety of opera-
tabbed pages, one for each of the 18 elements of tor activities: surveillance testing, annunciator re-
conduct of operations stipulated in DOE 5480.19, sponse, shift turnovers, and emergency drill per-
and each page carries the annotation, "To Be Is- formance. Operators exhibited a good working
sued." (Finding 33: The conduct-of-operations knowledge of a conduct-of-operations program, as
program for the 242-A Evaporator is incomplete.) well as a willingness to accept and put into prac-

In response to these findings, WHC performed tice the elements of such a program.
a complete reassessment of the DOE 5480.19 ap- One finding with respect to the performance
plicability summary (matrix) against procedures of 242-A Evaporator control room operators was
governing and implementing the elements of con- identified. On the morning of Janu_y 25, 1994,
duct of operations at the 242-A Evaporator. For the assessment team from the DOE Office of Envi-
each individual requirement contained in DOE ronment, Safety and Health (EH) observed the
5480.19, WHC defined the applicability; identified response of a control room operator to a condenser
whether or not the item was incorporated or dis- room high-radiation alarm. On receipt of the
crepant; provided a listing of documents reviewed; alarm--work was in progress in the condenser
discussed the document road map supporting the room at the time--the operator promptly notified
compliance position; and if a condition was found the health physics technician as well as the Shift
to be discrepant, provided a recommended course Manager. Although this action was prompt and
of action to resolve it. Review of the applicability effective, the operator did not initially or subse-
matrix reassessment indicates a conservative ap- quently consult the annunciator response proce-
plication of the elements of conduct of operations, dure (ARP) to ensure that his actions were in con-
with a relatively small number of deviations or formance with procedures. When questioned by the
exceptions taken. In all cases, the exceptions or EH team, the operator acknowledged the error and
deviations were justifiable. These findings are promptly reviewed his response against that stipu-
closed, lated in the ARP.

The critical importance of proper conduct of Operations procedures formalize the actions
operation to the safety of DOE nuclear facilities is necessary to ensure safe and effective operations,
acknowledged in DOE 5480.31 through specific as well as those required to mitigate the conse-
reference to DOE 5480.19. A review of 242-A quences of transient, off-normal, or accident con-
Evaporator operating experience for the period ditions. Noncompliance with procedures could de-
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laymitigatingmev:;uresand eveninjureperson- Conflictinginformationcontrib',testothemisin-
nelordamage equipment.(Finding16:Opera- terpretationofinstructionsby theoperatorand
torndonotcomplyfullywiththeARP.) ultimatelytoeithernonconservativeactionor a

Inresponsetothisfinding,WHC hasreiter- delayintheimplementationofmitigatingmea-
atedtherequirementthat242-A Evaporatorop- sures.(Finding10:OperatingprocedurePOP-
cratersalwaysfollowprocedures.ShiftManagers TO-610-210,StandbyDieselGenerator,contains
havebeeninstructedtoreviewtheimportanceof severalinconsistencies.)
compliancewithproceduresasdelineatedinWHC- In responsetothisfinding,WHC confirmed
IP-0842,Section5.3,Subsection5.5.Additionally,thatprestartchecksforcoolantorlubricantlevels
WHC hasupdateditsself-assessmentprogramto arealreadya functionofthedieselmechanicdur-
includecompliancewiththeseprocedures.This ingweeklypreventivemaintenance.Reviewofpre-
finding is closed, ventive maintenance procedures revealed that in-

structions are provided for checking lubricant and
Proceduresand Instructions coolantlevelsbeforeoperationofthedieseland

concurrentwithweeklytestingoftheemergency
With fewexceptions,proceduresreviewedby dieselgenerator.WHC hasalsoissuedprocedure

theEH teammi.e.,proceduresfornormalopera- changeauthorizations242-A-94--0036and0044to
tion,annunciatorresponse,operationalsafetyre- correctthelocationoft_:_subjectkeyboxinappli-
quirement(OSR)surveillance,and emergencyre- cableprocedures.EH ind.)pendentlyverifiedcor-
sponse--containan appropriatelevelofdetailand rectiveactionsandclo_:¢d thisfinding.
appeartobesufficientfortheirstatedpurpose. Anotherfindingisassociatedwithannuncia-

Walkthroughsofnormalplant-operatingand torresponseprocedureT-601-00023,RevisionA-
annunciatorresponseprocedureswereperformed 1,BuildingExhaustBeta/Gamma RadiationHigh.
withmembers ofthe242-AEvaporatoroperating ThisARP doesnotrefertheoperatortoEmergency
staff.Resultsindicatethat,overall,operating'per-ResponsePlan6,eventhoughdirectoperatoror
sonnelareknowledgeableregardingprocedural automaticactionsdelineatedintheproceduremay
requirementsandoperationalresponsecharacter- resultinmeetingtheplan'sentryconditions.In
istics.Certainproceduralinconsistencies,however, theARP, a singleradiationmonitoralarmisas-
areevident.Forexample,oneoperatingprocedure, sumedtobean initiatingevent.Operatororauto-
POP-TO-610-210,StandbyDieselGenerator,does maticalarmresponsesstipulatedintheprocedure
notdirecttheoperatortocheckcoolantorlubri- contributeto securingall"hotside"ventilation,
cantlevelsbeforestartingthediesel.Thisconflicts

withdirectionstothiseffecton a placardlocated 242-A FacilityLayouton thecontrolpanelofthebackupgenerator.The
procedurealsodirectstheoperatortobringthe

t Control Room
mechanics can perform their preventive mainte-
nance. Normal operating temperature is not speci- N
fled, however, and the operator is unsure as to the

temperature value or range required during main- --_. [ e_ ' 1
tenance. Finally, the procedure directs the opera- I ,unch
tortoa keybox inthehallwayforkeystooperate Evaporator Condens OfficeArea 1 Room
the diesel, but the key box is actually in the 242-A Room Room ,,J

  ao  torco tro,room.Oicu  ionwior-'"
tions personnel reve_ed that the keybox had been PumpRoom oomJl ] .._

moved from the hallway to allow for more positive _ [ I "I

controloverthekeys. Pump Storage AIVIUR HPT [DOE 5480.19, Chapter XVI, Operations Pro-
cedures, requires that operations procedures pro- LoadingRoom,'7,,,, ,,,

videappropriateand specificdirectionfortheop- HPT-HealthPhysicsTechnician

eration ofsystemsand equipment. Operationsper- Hot Side Ventilation Zone AMU - Aqueous Makeup Unit
sonnel should not have to compensatefor missing,
incomplete, or inaccurate procedural information. H _,
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which creates the potential for multiple radiation ing 26: Approved changes may not be incorporated
alarms. Directions about operator actions in re- into all affected plant procedures.)
sponse to multiple radiation alarms are provided In response to this finding, WHC concluded that
in Emergency Response Plan 6. setpoint control has been maintained through the

DOE 5480.19, Chapter XVI, Operations Pro- technical review of proposed revisions. However,
cedures, requires that these procedures provide as a good management practice, WHC will imple-
specific directions for operations under abnormal ment a setpoint matrix to provide added assurance
and emergency conditions. Reference or transition that all affected procedures are revised to incorpo-
to "upper-tier" emergency response guidelines, rate any setpoint change. A subsequent review of
where possible or practical, should be accom- facility setpoints by the EH team revealed no exist-
plished. This enables operations personnel to take ing inconsistencies. This finding is closed.
full advantage of a "predetermined" series of ac- During a review of the current format and con-
tions developed to deal effectively with plant con- tent of OSR surveillance procedures, the EH team
ditions during off-normal or accident conditions, learned that functional tests may not always con-
(Finding 22: There is no provision for transition tain guidance a_ to which steps are critical and what
from annunciator response procedure T-601- the appropriate acceptance criteria are. For ex-
00023 to Emergency Response Plan 6.) ample, in the "review" section of TF-FT--680-001,

In response to this finding, WHC revised an- Functional Test on the RC3 System, and TF-FT-
nunciator response procedure T-601-00023 under 680-002, Perform K1 Ventilation System Test, the
procedure change authorization 242-A-94-0039 Shift Manager is directed to review and evaluate
dated January 26, 1994. As revised, the ARP pro- the tests ior acceptability and to document this by
vides the ibllowing direction to the operator: "If signature within one working day. However, the
multiple area radiation and/or continuous air moni- functional test procedures contain no guidance as
tor alarms occur, Exit this Alarm Response Pro- to which steps must occur and what the acceptance
cedure AND go to Emergency Response Plan No. criteria are, and thus do not allow for an informed
6 'Area Radiation.'" WHC has also conducted re- decision by the Shift Manager. The lack of clearly
views of other 242-A Evaporator exhaust system defined acceptance criteria in surveillance proce-
radiation ARPs to ensure that similar transition dures, in conjunction with the one-working-day

points to upper-tier emergency response guidelines review requirement, could lead to operation out-
have been identified. WHC reviews did not yield side the design bases for periods in excess of the
additional examples. EH verified that all opera- allowed action times. (Finding 19: Some OSR sur-
tions personnel have reviewed the procedure veiUance procedures do not contain clear acceptance
change authorization (PCA) and are knowledge- criteria.)
able of the revised procedure. This finding is closed. In response to this finding, WHC has modified

In some cases, the same setpoint, annuncia- all OSR surveillance procedures to clearly indicate
tor point, or other setting appears in various pro- acceptance criteria. Additionally, WHC has provided
cedures. Review of configuration control measures unreviewed-safety-question (USQ) and approval
reveals that no process is in place to ensure that designator training for Shift Managers. EH has
all affected procedures will be revised appropri- reviewed the modified OSR surveillance procedures
ately when a setpoint is changed, and associated USQ training to close this finding.

DOE 5480.19, Chapter VIII, Control of Equip- Finally, during a review of routine plant op-
ment Status, requires that the facility configura- erations, the team discovered that several impor-
tion be maintained in accordance with design re- rant operational activities are controlled solely by
quirements. At this time, there appe:r: to be no the "master tickler list," an uncontrolled listing of
configuration control method to ensure that, when routine shift activities. Included on this list are in-
a setpoint is changed, all procedures containing structions on performance of the activities listed.
or referencing the setpoint will be revised to re- For example--
flect the new values. The integration of configura-
tion control over elements such as setpoints and • Tickler 242ACOMP.M00: Check all por-
annunciators is necessary to ensure consistency table air compressors and run for 5 rain-
and uniformity in all operations activities. (Find- utes each to allow the battery to recharge.
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WHC has not comaleted the establishment of formal procedures for the conduct of facility operations.
(Closed)

Finding 10: Operating procedure POP-TO-0610-21 O,Standby O!eselGenerator, contains several
inconsistencies. (Closed)

Finding 16: Operators did not pull the ARP to ensure full compliance during response. (Closed)

Finding 19: Some OSR surveillance procedures do not contain clear acceptance criteria. (Closed)

Finding 22: There fsno provisior for transition from annunciator response procedure T-601-00023
to Einergency Respor._ePlan 6. (Closed)

Finding 26: Approved changesmay not be incorporated intoall affected plant procedures.(Closed)

Finding 29: The master tickler list isbeing used in lieu of procedures to control operational activi-
ties. (Closed)

Finding 30: Technical and administrativedeficienciesare evident in preventive maintenance of the
24-volt battery systemfor the standby diesel generator (seeSection B). (Closed)

I I

Tickler 242ASWNS.M00: Fill seal loop in ter tickler list is being used in lieu of procedures to
overflow line to 102-AW. control operational activities.)

In response to this finding, WHC determined
The portable air compressors provide a backup that of the two tickler list items identified by EH,

source of facility air, and the loop seal isolates a only item 242ASWNS.M00 required incorporation
controlled high-radiation environment from a con- into formal procedures. A comprehensive review
trolled lower-radiation area. The master tickler list of the tickler list conducted by WHC also revealed
is not procedurally controlled, nor are the activi- three additional actions that should have been con-
ties reflected in it subject to the administrative con- trolled by formal procedures. The EH team veri-
trols applicable to formal operating procedures, fied that all procedural actions contained within
DOE 5480.19, Chapter XVI, Operations Procedures the tickler list have been identified and corrective
and DOE 4330.4A, Chapter VI, Maintenance Pro- actions initiated. This finding is closed.
cedures require that operating, surveillance, and DOE 5480.19 requires formality in the conduct
preventive maintenance activities be governed by of operations, in part through the establishment
written and approved procedures to ensure their of appropriate procedures and compliance of the
correct performance, review, and approval. Th." facility personnel with those procedures. The fail-
master tickler list should not be used as a substi- ure of WHC management to ensure that procedures
tute for such procedures. (Finding 29: The mas- are correct and complied with is a concern.
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Maintenance on the AP and AW Tank Farm radiation monitors does not ensure their accuracy and thus
their suitability for the support of facility operations, (Resolved)

Finding 28: Maintenance on the AP and AW Tank Farm radiation monitors fails to ensure their oper-
ability and reliability. (Resolved)

IIII

B. MAINTENANCE

The team determined that, overall, the 242-A Work Control
Evaporato" _maintenance program meets the intent The work control system consists of a series of
of DOE 4330.4A, Maintenance Management Pro- administrative control procedures that provide rea-
gram, and provides reasonable assurance that sys-
tems important to the protection of the environ- sonable assurance that [hcility maintenance is in
ment, workers, and the public are reliable and accordance with DOE 4330.4A, and that criticalmaintenance activities are accomplished promptly
maintained in a state of readiness. Westinghouse and correctly. However, a recurring reliability prob-
Hanford Company management has implemented lem with radiatiori monitors associated with the
a new matrixed maintenance organization that is AP and AW Tank Farms has not been effectively
more responsive to the needs of the 242-A Evapo- resolved (see box above). Several of the annuncia-
rator, tors associated with these monitors were observed

AssessmentBasis to be in an alarm state.
For example, the annunciator for the annulus

Maintenance activity was evaluated against the exhaust radiation monitor on Tank AW-105 was
requirements of DOE 4330.4A, Maintenance Man- high. This did not reflect an actual alarm state;
agement Program, and consensus standards of the the setting was more likely a result of material
nuclear industry. The assessment focused on pre- deficiencies. A J-1 Work Request (2E-93-02299/B)
ventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, had been initiated to allow for troubleshooting the
postmaintenance testing, work control, procedures, failed alarm. Operations personnel re_orted a high
and the reliability of components required to sup- frequency of false high-radiation alarms in the AP
port facility operations, and AW Tank Farms, and WHC management at-

tributed them to moisture intrusion or material
Approach deficiencies. Among the operators interviewed,

The assessment team examined the adminis- there is a general feeling that insufficient resources

trative and implementing procedures for the main- have been committed to resolve the problem.
tenance program, interviewed key maintenance (Finding 28: Maintenance of the AP and AW Tank
management personnel, and reviewed maintenance Farm radiation monitors fails to ensure their op-
and modification documentation packages. The erability and reliability.)
team also performed walkthroughs of the facility In response to this finding, WHC reviewed its
to check the condition of materials and to observe Waste Tank Operations Ir,tegrated Upgrade Plan
selected maintenance and modification activities, of Action to verify that it contMns actions that

would resolve this finding. All elements of the up-
grade plan of action addressing this finding will be

Results implemented by June 30, 1994. This finding is re-
solved.

Material Condition DOE 4330.4A, Section 8, Control of Mainte-

The material condition of the facility is very nance Activities, requires management involve-
good. ment in maintenance activity to ensure that such
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activity is effective in maintaining safe and reli- clude battery temperature, as required on
able operations. The operators' ability to monitor the form.
facility status and initiate corrective measures may
be impaired by instrumentation that does not pro- • Data sheets were subsequently approved
vide indication of actual conditions. Recurring false with no indication of missing or erroneoiusinformation.
alarms may engender a "work-around" philosophy
among operations personnel. DOE 4330.4A, Section 5, Types of Mainte-

nance, requires a preventive maintenance program
Corrective Maintenance for the purpose of preventing equipment failure.

Corrective maintenance activities at the facil- Preventive maintenance activities should ensure
ity are controlled by reviewed and approved proce- reliable component operation. Deficiencies identi-
dures, and facility personnel carry out major re- fled during performance of preventive maintenance
pair activities in accordance with these procedures, on vital facility equipment and systems should be

identified, and the operability of the equipment
Preventive Maintenance should be confirmed. (Findin.g 30: There are deft-

The requirements and responsibilities for pre- ciencies in preventive maintenance of the 24-volt
ventive maintenance of the facility and its support- battery system for the standby diesel generator.
ing systems and subsystems are also delineated in This finding is considered another example of Con-
approved procedures. However, the following deft- cern HTF-242A-94-01-02. See Section A.)
ciencies were noted with regard to the 24-volt bat- In response to this finding, WHC revised pre-
tery system for the 242-A Evaporator standby die- ventive maintenance procedure 2E-22-005 to re-
sel generator: fleet improvements. Level-four managers in the

tank farms have been trained in the proper meth-
• Specific gravity taken on July 22, 1993, for ods to be used for f'flling out and reviewing preven-

all 12 cells was below the 1.250 minimum, tive maintenance data sheets. Subsequent inter-
and this was not indicated in the Com- views of managers and maintenance personnel in-
ments section of the data sheet, dicate a heightened awareness in this area. This

• Data taken on October 4, 1993, did not in- finding is closed.

C. ENGINEERING AND CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Engineering practices are generally controlled cation, drawing, and post-modification testing con-
by approved procedures. Modifications are designed trol required to support facility operations.
to acceptable specifications, and design backlogs
are not excessive. The recent establishment of cog- Approach
nizant system engineers for the 242-A Evaporator The assessment team reviewed the adminis-
is regarded as a "good practice." trative and implementing procedures for engineer-

ing and configuration management, interviewed
Assessment Basis key engineering management personnel, and ex-

Engineering and configuration management amined design and modification documentation
was assessed for compliance with the requirements packages. It also toured the facility to verify that
of DOE 4330.4A, Maintenance Management Pro- modifications are controlled sufficiently to ensure
gram; DOE 6430.1A, General Design Criteria; DOE the as-built plant configuration.
4700.1, Project Management System; DOE 5480.19, Res u Its
Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Fa-
cilities; DOE-_TD-1073-93, Implementation Guide The engineering organization administers the
for Operational Configuration Management Pro- facility design and modification control function
grams; and consensus standards of the nuclear in- effectively. Engineering psrsonnel are familiar with
dustry. The assessment focused on design, modifi- the design control process and knowledgeable of
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the systems and activities for which they are re- Section EP2.2, Engineering Document Char.ge
sponsible. The recent establishment of cognizant Control, controls the use of temporary modifica-
system engineers for the 242-A Evaporator is tions within the facility and defines temporary
deemed a "good practice," which will improve over- modifications as changes that are planned to be in
all plant design controls and performance, place for less than 90 days. This procedure allows

Moreover, engineering modifications are gen- extensions of temporary_ modifications if written
erally controlled by approved procedures. They are authorization is obtained from the Facility Repre-
also designed to acceptable specifications, and de- sentative and the cognizant manager.
sign backlogs are not excessive. Postmodification In its review of ECN's 121144L, 145997L,
test requirements are specified for each modifica- 132391L, 166558L, and 171730L, associated with
tion reviewed, and they provide reasonable assur- (1) the fabrication and installation of temporary
ance of the correctness and operational readiness jumpers to provide a recircul_tion path from the
of the installed modification, process condensate system to the feed line, and (2)

Drawings reflecting the as-built facility are the installation of a blank-off flange between the
available, and outstanding engineering change process condensate discharge to the Liquid Efflu-
notices (ECNs) impacting system configuration are ent Retention Facility, the EH team discovered that
reflected on them. The backlog of outstanding extension'_ of temporary modifications beyond the
ECNs is not excessive, and the drawings are usu- prescribed 90 days are not subject to the require-
ally revised within 30 days from the date the ECN ments of USQ screening. Time requirements for
is signed off (indicating that the modification work temporary modifications ensure that undue risks
has been completed). However, inordinate delays are not imposed by them and that other facility
in the sign-off process tend to prolong the time changes do not invalidate the analyses or the as-
between completion of the modification and revi- sumptions on which they are based. (Finding 06:
sion of the drawing. Extensions of temporary modifications are occa-

The configuration of temporary modifications sionally unreviewed and thus unapproved. This
is controlled by reviewed and approved procedures, finding is an example of Concern HTF-242A-94-
Procedur_ WHC-CM-6-1, Engineering Practices, 01-04. See Section D.)
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In response to this finding, WHC has revised evaporator ECNs to ensure that no USQs exist.
WHC-IP-0842, Section 15.9, to encompass appli- Review of WHC-IP-0842 verified that the revised
cation of the USQ process to the extension of tem- guidance has been incorporated in step 5.1.1, Sec-
porary ECNs. Additionally, WHC has evaluated via tion 15.9. This finding is closed.
the USQ process existing extensions of temporary

D. SAFETYANALYSIS

The SAR and supporting documentation are field-verified by review of existing procedures and
prepared in accordance with existing guidance, and administrative requirements used at the Evapora-
the accident analyses are bounding. There are tor facility. Finally, implementation of the OSRs
weaknesses, however, i_':the OSRs (see box, p. 16), was evaluated against DOE 5480.22 to ensure that
the USQ determination process (see box, p. 14), the necessary review and approvals had boen ac-
and maintenance of the authorization basis, which comphshed.

includes the SAR. Resu[13
AssessmentBasis

The assessment featured an evaluation of the Unreviewed-Safe::y-Question Process
SAR, related documentation, and the USQ process A review of USQ evaluations conducted dur-
against the requirements of DOE 5480.21, ing 1993 and 1994 indicated that the quality of
Unrevtewed Safety Questions; DOE 5480.22, Tech- these evaluations is improving steadily. The USQ
nical Safety Requirements; DOE 5480.23, Nuclear determination process has the attributes necessary
Safety Analysis Reports; DOE-STD-1027-92, Haz- to address the requirements of the DOE Orders;
ards Categorization and Accident Analysis Tech- however, the threshold for implementation of this
niques for Compliance; DOE 5480.23, Nuclear process does not ensure the appropriate review and
Safety Analysis Reports; and DOE 6430.1A, Gen- approval of all proposed changes and activities that
eral Design Criteria. Additional guidance was ob- could impact the design basis.
tained from DOE/TIC-11603, Non-Reactor Nuclear WHC has not applied the USQ process to OSR
Facility Standards and Criteria Guide. interpretations contained in facility standing or-

Approach ders. Standing Order 93-05 was issued to providean OSR interpretation relative to surveillance re-
The EH team evaluated the USQ process by quirements 11.4, 11.5, ann !1.6, and to the mean-

reviewing 242-A Evaporator procedures, logs, and ing of "continuous monitc rag." That standing or-
modification documentation; conducting facility der also establishes time frames for surveillance in
inspections; and interviewing safety analysis and the event of a component failure. This OSR inter-
operations personnel. It also evaluated the SAR, pretation was implemented by WHC indepen-
the Safety Evaluation Report, and related safety dently--that is, without the involvement of the
documentation supplied by WHC. DOE Richland Operations Office. No USQ screen-

Evaluation of the USQ determination proce- ing to determine the impact of the interpretation
dure centered on its effectiveness in ensuring that on the design basis was carried out.

changes made to items described in the SAR re- Operational safety requirement interpretations
ceive appropriate review and approval, as speci- that could lead to a change in the design basis can
fied by DOE 5480.21. (This Order requires DOE be made by the contractor without DOE approval.
approval of proposed changes that impact the au- (Finding 20: Operational safety requirement in-
thorization basis.) The authorization basis for the terpretations in shift standing orders have not been
242-A Evaporator includes the SAR, the Environ- approved by DOE.)
mental Assessment Report, the Hazards Classifi- In response to this finding, WHC's Plant Re-
cation Report, and the OSRs. view Committee conducted a screening of this is-

The OSRs were evaluated against the safety sue. Review of the documentation supporting this
analysis to ensure the inclusion of all necessary screening revealed that no USQs were identified.
systems, components, and administrative require- Future USQ interpretations will be screened by
ments. The implementation of these OSRs was also the USQ process to ensure that USQs are evalu-
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The USQ determination process does not includ, all activities that could impact the authorization process.
(Closed)

Finding 06: Temporary modifications are extended without additional USQ screening. (From Section
E)(Closed)

Finding 13: Operations personnel have not received USQ training. (Closed)

Finding 20: Operational safety requirem,.:'t interpretations in shift standing orders have not been ap-
proved by DOE. (Closed)

Finding 23: Nonconservative application of changes in the Safety Class 2 surveillance procedure al-
lows for the bypass of USQ screening. (Closed)

II III

ated and approved by DOE. This finding is closed. AI_ ,lough responsible for approving certain
Procedure change authorization 242-A-94- changes to the facility, the Shift Manager has re-

0037 makes changes to the acceptance criteria con- ceived no training in the aspects of impact-level
tained in surveillance test procedure TF-FT-680- determination or USQ determinations. Changes to
001, Revision A-0. Guidelines governing PCAs (pro- the safety envelope could be inadvertently affected
cedure WHC-IP-0842, Section 7.8.5.1.2) state by changes in facility procedures, facility drawings,
clearly that any change in acceptance criteria and the like permitted by operations personnel not
should be noted as an intent chdnge--i.e., an ira- trained in USQ determinations. (Finding 13: Op-
pact-level 1, 2, or 3 change. They also require, as erations personnel have not received USQ train-
defined in WHC-IP-0842, Section 15.9, a USQ ing.)
screening of such changes. The PCA in question In response to this fnding, WHC has provided
was classified as impact-level 4 on the basis of the USQ training to all Shift Managers at, the 242-A
cognizant engineer's impact-level review in accor- Evaporator. The classroom training is provided
dance with guidance contained in WHC-CM-1-3. under Tank Farms Course 35970, Tank Farms
The conflicting guidance of the documents used to USQ Training. Review of f,he lesson plan associ-
determine design-based procedures and document ated with the course indicates an appropriate level
changes could result in operations outside the de- of instruction, including a session on classroom
sig]_ bases, hnpact-level 4 determinations require exercises and case studies. AdditionMly, WHC has
no further reviews except in the case of PCAs that provided EH with documented evidence indicat-
the Shift Manager nmst si[,m. The current proce- ing that the subject individutfls have fulfilled all
dural conflict precludes a uniform interpretation. USQ ewfluator requirements as described in WHC-
(Finding 23: Nonconservative application of IP-0842. This finding is closed.
changes in the Safety Class 2 surveillauce proce-
dure allows for the bypass of USQ screening.) Safety Analysis

In response to this finding, WHC determined The safety analysis generally addresses the
that classification of the procedure change autho- safety desigql basis and accidents associated with
rization as impact level 4 is appropriate. WHC has the 242-A Evaporator. The cognizant engineers
attributed the finding to a conflict between Wt-IC- interviewed ,are aw_u'e of the requirements as stipu-
1-3, MRP 5.43, and WHC-IP-0842, Section lated in Chapter 11 of the SAR. Nevertheless, cer-
7.8.5.1.2. Review of subsequent revisions to these tain deficiencies with regard to the SAR were iden-
procedures confirmed that WHC has resolved iden- tiffed.
tiffed conflicts. This finding is closed.

28 • Restart Oversight Assessmentof Hanford 242-A Evaporator
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WHC-iP-0842, Section 15.5, Operational In the "Review" section of the current OSR
Safety Requirements, requires the Facility Man- surveillance procedures, the Shift Manager is di-
ager to select a SAR/OSR Representative to coor- rected to review and evaluate the surveillance test
dinate and implement OSR assessments, to ren- for acceptability and to document that review by
der interpretations, and to determine the applica- signature within 1 working day. However, the pro-
bility of OSRs. Facility management has not com- cedure contains no guidance as to which steps are
plied with the requirements of this approved pro- critical and what the acceptance criteria are; thus,
cedure. The lack of a foc:,l point for addressing SAR the Shift Manager does not have the information
and USQ program interpretations has further com- necessary for an informed decision. Furthermore,
pounded program implementation concerns. (Find- since this review is not required for upwards of 24
ing 07: The approved procedure WHC-IP-0842, hours after completion of the test, entry into a 1-
Section 15.5, Operational Safety Requirements, has hour action statement could be overlooked, poten-
not been implemented at the 242-A Evaporator.) tially resulting in evaporator operation outside the

In response to this finding, WHC has indicated design basis. (Finding 25: The OSR surveillance
that the USQ process described in DOE 5480.21 procedure contains no clear acceptance criteria for
has superseded Section 15.5, Operational Safety surveillance tests.
Requirements, of WHC-IP-0842, Waste Tanks In response to this finding, WHC has rewrit-
Administration Manual, and has been incorporated ten all OSR surveillance procedures specifically to
into that manual as Section 15.9, Unreviewed identify acceptance criteria. Review of all rewrit-
Safety Questions. Review of the rationale for this ten procedures indicated that acceptance criteria
action has confirmed that it will streamline opera- have been clearly identified. The action statement
tions, clarify WHC-IP-0842, and reduce adminis- will be entered immediately upon nonconformity
trative costs. This finding is closed, with the acceptance criteria. This finding is closed.

In the current SAR accident analysis (WttC- It is stipulated in Chapter 11 of the SAR that
SD-WM-SAR-023, Revision 1B, Chapter 9, Sec- limiting conditions for operation (LCOs) allow a
tion 9.3.1.1.5.3), the cathodic protection system is Safety Class 2 system to be inoperable for up to 1
classified as Safety Class 2. No specific operational hour before entry into an _ction statement,
safety requirements or surveillances ,are associated whether such inoperability is plannedmi.e., for
with this system; however, as indicated in the ad- surveillance, maintenance, testing, and the like--
ministrative section of the OSRs (Chapter 11, Sec- or unplanned, as in the failure of a system, sub-
tion 2.18), the Class 2 status must be maintained, system, train, component, or device. Indications are
Although failures of the system for short periods that management interprets this LCO to mean that
would not lead to immediate catastrophic failure, when a safety system fails a surveillance test, there
repeated short-term failures would present a risk is no entry into the action statement until that hour
of galvanic corrosion. Currently, three preventive (i.e., the "preceding 1 hour") has expired. How-
maintenance activities are performed bimonthly ever, anytime a safety system is inoperable, and
and annually on the system, but there is no rou- its operability is required for the current facility
tine operator surveillance or tracking of cunmla- condition, the facility is operating outside the de-
tive system downtime. Without adequate surveil- sign basis and should be regarded as in a required-
lance, maintenance ot"the cathodic protection sys- action-time condition. Thus, the absence of appro-
tern as a Safety Class 2 system cannot be ensured, priate rigor in response to outside-design-basis con-
(Finding 15: Specific surveillance requirements ditions, typified by the practice of postponing en-
for the cathodic protection system are not reflected try into an action statement, is nonconservative.
in the OSRs.) (Finding 12: OSR action statement entry times

In response to this finding, WItC has prepared are nonconservative. )
OSR surveillance procedures with acceptance cri- In response to this finding, WHC has provided
teria for sm_ety-related portions of the 242-A Evap(,- training to all Shift Managers and evaporator op-
rator cathodic protection system. Additionally, the erators to clarify the requirements for entering
OSR matrix contained in WHC-CM-0842, Section action statements. Review of this training revealed
15.10, has been changed to include the new proce- that it encompasses a review of the finding as well
dures. Review indicates that completion of the sur- as applicable sections of the SAR. The action state-
veillance will be controlled under the OSR Surveil- ment will be entered immediately on determina-
lance Procedure Manual TrackingjNotification tion that a system or component is inoperable. This
System. This finding is closed, finding is closed.

AppendixA @ 29
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The OSRsdo not addressall the requirements and systemsnecessaryto protect tile health and safety of
the worker. (Closed)

Finding 03: Tank-sampling analysis limits have not been revised. (Closed)

Finding 07: The approved procedure WHC-IP--0842, Section 15.5, Operational Safety Requirements,
has not been implemented at the 242-A Evaporator. (Closed)

Finding 12: OSR action statement entry times are nonconservative. (Closed)

Finding 14: Typographical errors appear in SARTable 2-3. (Closed)

Finding 15: Specific surveillance requirements for the cathodic protection system are not reflected in
the OSRs. (Closed)

Finding 21: Statistical testing is required to determine additional tank-sampling requirements. (Closed)

Finding 25: The OSR surveillance procedure contains no clear acceptance criteria for surveillance
tests. (Closed)

Several typographical errors were identified in sis. Since the grout option has been removed, new
WHC-SD-WM-SAR-023, Table 2-3, Cross Refer- limits for organics have been specified; however,
ence of Accident A_alysis, Safety Features, and supporting analysis (12100-PLT93-063)continues
Operational Safety Requirements. These adminis- to make use of the old limits. Discrepancies in data
trative errors resulted in the incorrect cross-refer- from document to document are also evident. The

encing of facility OSRs within the table. (Finding substantial ch_zlges in project documentation, data
14: Typographical errors appear in SAR Table 2- discrepancies, and the use of obsolete information
3.) attest to a problem with project document control.

In response to this finding, WHC reviewed SAR Better documentation of the previous character-
Table 2-3 and identified the typographical errors ization is required to ensure sampling traceabil-
that are subject to correction in the next annual ity. There is also a need to ensure that all users of
update of the 242-A Evaporator SAR, WHC-SD- the feed data receive the same data. (Finding {}3:
WM-SAR-023. This finding is closed. Tank-sampling analysis limits have not been re-

Documentary information relative to the sam- vised.)
pling of the waste tanks that will provide feed to In response to this finding, WHC has corrected
the 242-A Evaporator is difficult to follow. Numer- the discrepant analysis limits. WHC will ensure an
ous and substantial changes to the documents make appropriate level of review and oversight with re-
it difficult to reconstruct what has actually occurred spect to integration of the documents generated
in the sampling program for the Campaign 1 waste by the WHC groups responsible for different as-
tanks. Reconstruction of the sample location strat- pects of sampling, analysis, data validation, and
egy or the initial sampling events is almost impos- comparison of data with process limits. Review in-
sible because key staff members have left the pro- dicates that this effort will heighten informed in-
gram. Even with the aid of WHC staff, it is not volvement in the process to ensure consistent docu-
possible to ascertain the origin of limiting values mentation and an accurate "flowdown" of infor-
fo," two constituents used in the statistical analy- mation. This finding is closed.
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The prestartissueregardingthenumber of AnalysisPlan.Futurecampaignwastecharacter-
tanksamplesrequiredforadequatecharacteriza-izationswillincludestatisticaltestingtodetermine
tionisclosed.Chemicalexpertsdeterminedthat whether any additionalsamplingisrequired.
thepresentcharacterizationoftheCampaign 1 (Finding21:Statisticalteetingisicquiredtode-
wastetanksisnota safetyissue,sincethetanks termineadditionaltank-samplingrequirem_-.t_.)
havelowlevelsoforganicsand thelimiton total Inresponsetothisfinding,WHC hasincorpo-
organiccarbonhas been deletedfrom theSAR. ratedan objectivestatisticaltestaspartofRevi-
However,more thanfivesamplesmay berequired sion4 ofthe242-A EvaporatorWaste Analysis
forfuturewastetank characterization,and the Plan.Reviewoftheproposedrevisionindicatesthat
initialsamplingresultswillhavetobe examined thistestwilldeterminewhetheradditionalsamples
todeterminetheiradequacy.A quantitativetest must be takentosupportprocessdecisions.This
tomake thisdeterminationwillbedevelopedand findingisclosed.
incorporatedintothenextrevisionoftheWaste

E. WORKER SAFETYAND HEALTH

The industrial hygiene and worker safety pro- Approach
gram at the facility is implemented in accordance
with DOE requirements and guidance The occu- The review focused on four elements of the
pational safety and health policy is comprehensive, occupational safety and health program: (1) orga-
the responsibilities of the various levels of man- nization and administration, (2) worker safety, (3)
agement are defined, and occupational safety and industrial hygiene, and (4) radiation safety. The
health program training is conducted. Further- EH team reviewed documents, observed activities
more, a radiological protection program encompass- of the ORE team, and had discussions with evalu-
ing procedures, training, and facilities is in place ation team members and WHC personnel. It also
to support facility operation. However, poor radio- observed on-shift practices, as well as simulated

worker protection activities during several drills.logical practices observed during the conduct of an

event response drill indicate that implementation Resultsof the program requires improvement (see box, p.
18). The occupational safety and health program is

implemented in accordance with DOE require-
AssessmentBasis mentsand guidance.The occupationalsafetyand

TheEH teamevaluatedoccupationalsafetyand healthpolicyiscomprehensive,and theresponsi-
healthinaccordancewithstandardsoftheOccu- bilitiesofmanagementpersonnelatvariouslevels
pationalSafety and Health Administration aredefinedclearly.
(OSHA);DOE 5480.10,ContractorIndustrialHy- AttherequestofDOE'sOfficeofEnvironmen-
gieneProgram;DOE 5480.20,PersonnelSelection,talRestorationand Waste Management (EM),
Qualification, Training, and Staffing Requirements WHC conducted, on January 19, 1994, during the
at DOE Reactor and Non-Reactor Nuclear Facili- ORE, a hazardous and radioactive waste spill drill
ties; and DOE 5483.1A, Occupational Safety and that involved a simulated contamination injury.
Health Program for DOE Contractor Employees at The drill was evaluated by WHC personnel and
Government-Owned Contractor-Operated Facilities. critiqued with the participants. Overall drill per-
The team also evaluated the radiological protec- formance was judged by WHC and the ORE team
tion program against the requirements of DOE to be satisfactory. However, EH witnessed the drill
6430.1A, DOE 5480.5, DOE 5480.20, DOE 5480.11, and the critique, and identified a number of fun-
DOE 5480.5, and DOE N 5480.6, as well as the damental radiological control deficiencies that were
radiological control manuals that govern the de- not identified by WHC evaluators or the EM Op-
sign and safety of nuclear facilities, training, and erational Readiness Evaluation team. EH consid-
the radiological safety of operating personnel and ered radiological control performance in the drill
the general public, to be marginal.
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Poor radiological protection practices were evident during the performance of a facility radiological con-
trol drill. (Resolved)

Finding No. 09: Radiologicai protection practices in a facility radiological control drill were poor, and
evaluation of the drill was ineffective. (Resolved)

I II IIIIIIII

Duringthedrill,thesimulatedboundary ofthe coverallsinsteadofoutsidethe coveralls.
surfacecontaminationareawas notcontrolledef-

fectively.In the simulation,the entrancedoorto Moreover,responseactionsby WHC were slow.
the aqueous makeup room was designatedas a Actionstocoverand containthespilltookapproxi-
boundary,but itwas notpostedwithasurfacecon- mately30 minutes,asdidevacuationofthesimu-
taminationareasignuntillateinthe drill.A por- latedvictimofthecontaminationinjury.For fairly
tableairsamplewas not taken inthe spillareato smallspillssuch as the one simulated(about100
testforthepresenceofairborneradioactivity.One cubiccentimeters),promptness incleanupofthe
drillparticipantwas observedto enterthe simu- spilland evacuationofinjuredpersonnelisneces-
latedsurfacecontamination area inadvertently saryto precludefurtherexposure.The drillper-

withoutanticontaminationclothing.Othersinside formance guidesdid not containspecificcriteria
the simulatedsurfacecontaminationarea were againstwhich toevaluatethespeedofthecleanup

observed to touch theirfaceswith glovedhands and evacuationprocesses.(Finding09: Radiologi-
whiledonningrespiratoryequipment(masks).This calprotectionpracticesin a facilityradiological

practicecan transferradioactivecontaminationto controldrillwere poor,and evaluationofthedrill
theskin. was ineffective.)

Three personscleaningup the simulatedspill In responsetothisfinding,WHC willdevelop,
ofhighlyradioactiveliquid(3radsper hour at 1 by May 1,1994,an emergency responsedutycard
footfrom the spill)were seentobe wearingtheir designedforhealthphysicstechniciansand super-
self-readingpocket dosimetersunderneath their visorsspecifically.Thiscardwillensureproperra-
anticontaminationcoveralls.Thispracticeiscon- diologicalemergency responsepracticesand radio-

trarytotheDOE RadiologicalControlManual and logicalarea accesscontrol.A drillperformance
Hanford SiteRadiationWorker IItraining.Self- guideaddressingindividualradiologicalprotection

readingpocketdosimetersare worn outsideanti- standardswillalsobe developedby thatdate.For
contaminationcoverallstofacilitateperiodicassess- greaterobjectivityin futuredrillcritiques,hp.alth

ment by individualsofthe dosetheyreceive.None physicstechniciansfrom differentfacilitieswillbe
ofthepersonnelatthesceneofthesimulatedspill used as evaluators.A radiologicalimprovement
were observed to read theirself-readingpocket plantobringthe 242-A Evaporatorand theTank
dosimeters. Farms intofullcompliancewith the DOE Radio-

Furthermore,the anticontaminationclothing logicalControlManual ispresentlyunder way. A
worn inthesimulatedsurfacecontaminationarea dedicatedroutineradiologicalsurveillancecrewhas

was incorrectinthefollowingrespects: alsobeen put in placerecently,and itisrevising
theentireroutineradiologicalsurveillanceprogram

, Anticontaminationhoods were not worn so as to addressthe findingconcerningposting,

by allindividuals, maps, and RadiationWork Permits (RWPs). Fi-
nally,theissueofradiologicalcontrolperformance

, Two typesofhead coveringwere worn-- willbe incorporatedintothe 242-A Evaporator
hoods and beaniecaps. Self-AssessmentProgram,WHC-IP-0842, Section

Two individualsdidnotproperlysealtheir 5A.1.3.Thisfindingisresolved.
hoodstogetheratthefrontusingthevelcro Articles325, 346,351,and 353 of the DOE

RadiologicalControlManual prescribeacceptable
tabs. radiologicalpractices.The number and extentof

, One individualwore thehood withthebot- poorradiologicalpracticesobservedduringthisdrill
tom portiontuckedinsidethe neck ofthe constitutea concern.
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F. TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

The training program provides certified and documented, and implemented (the training and
qualified personnel for operation and support of qualifications program encompasses the range of
the 242-A Evaporator. The certification process, duties and activities required to be performed)."
records, and documentation are particularly good. Improved communications between management
Deficiencies have been observed, however, in the and the technical staff, brought about by facility
conduct of drills (see box, p. 20). technical training, will enhance protection of both

the public and the environment from hazards as-
Assessment Basis sociated with facility operations. (Finding 24:

Technical training is not provided to facility man-
The EH team evaluated the area of training agers.)

against the requirements of DOE 5480.20, Person-
nel Selection, Qualification, Training, and Staff- In response to this finding, WHC has deter-mined that the Waste Tank Operations Integrated
ing.Requirements at DOE Reactor and Non-Reac- Upgrade Plan of Action commits to developing a
tor Nuclear Facilities. plan for certifying Tank Farms Operations Man-

A  .roac agers by September 30, 1994. WHC indicates that
a plan to achieve certification for the evaporator

The team reviewed the training implementa- Operations Manager will be issued by March 31,
tion matrix, selected training manuals, and vari- 1994, and that he already has more than 15 years
ous implementing procedures, and interviewed of operating experience at the Hanford Site. Re-
training personnel and managers. It also inter- view indicates that all operations Shift Managers
viewed certified and qualified 242-A Evaporator reporting to the Operations Manager are fully cer-
personnel and observed their activities with a view tiffed and that the operations technicaYadminis-
to assessing their knowledge of facility systems, tration support manager is a qualified technical
operations, and procedures. Through the observa- matter expert on the 242-A Evaporator. This find-
tion of three training drills conducted by WHC ing is resolved.
management, the team also assessed the readiness Deficiencies attributable to poor intergroup
and response of facility personnel, communication have been observed in the train-

ing curriculum for 242-A Evaporator personnel.
R_suIt£ The Operations Training Group lacks an effective

mechanism for interfacing with the Occurrence

Facility Training Reporting and Processing Group. One result of thislack of communication is a failure to incorporate
Administrative procedures, lesson plans, and lessons learned from operating experience into the

the actual conduct of trainingmall attest to the training modules. (Finding 17: Lessons learned
effectiveness of the facility training program, par- are not incorporated into facility training pro-
ticularly the Evaporator Operator Training Pro- grams.)
gram. Personnel are trained to levels commensu- In response to this finding, WHC will schedule
rate with their responsibilities, and they are aware a review of recent events, occurrences and lessons
of their responsibilities, constraints, and required learned as part of the continuing training program
interactions. The training programs are adminis- by April 1, 1994. Additionally, information flow
tered by reviewed and approved procedures and, between the Occurrence Reporting Group and the
according to interviews with WHC training man- Training Group will be established for this pro-
agement, are well funded. Staffing of the Operator cess. This finding is resolved.
Training Department will soon increase to better Evidence of improper reference material in a
serve the needs of facility personnel, lesson plan emerged in a review of 242-A Evapo-

Tank Farm managers (management levels rator training documentation. The Instructor
above Shift Manager) do not normally receive fa- Preparation Page for the lesson entitled Evapora-
cility-level training (e.g., training on facility design, tor Feed System in 242-A Evaporator Operations
training on safety systems and their bases). Core Course 350400, Revision 0, November 9, 1993, in-
requirement 2 of DOE 5480.31 states: "Training cluded a reference to WHC-SD-WM-SAR-023,
and qualification programs for operations and op- Revision 1. However, the latest revision of the fa-
erations support personnel have been established, cility SAR available on the date the lesson plan
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The facility training program is deficient in scope and applicability. (Resolved)

Finding O1: Shift member evaluation criteria are not tied to clear job performance measures for
critical positions. (Resolved)

Finding 08: No formal processof feedback on lessonslearned during drills is in place. (Resolved)

Finding 11: Drills do not test response capability under minimal staffing conditions. (Closed)

Finding 17: Lessonslearned are not incorporated into facility training programs. (Resolved)

Finding 18: Revision 0 of the lesson plan entitled Evaporator Feed System does not reference the
correct revision of the SAR.(Closed)

Finding 24: Technical training is not provided to facility managers. (Resolved)

1 'llll _ I

was reviewed was lB. Operators responsible for Evaporator control room, and the work of WHC
controlling activities at the facility must be cogni- drill evaluators.
zant of the current requirements and operational WHC drill evaluators exhibited broad and thor-
limits. Accordingly, procedures should ensure in- ough knowledge of the required responses, expected
clusion in the lesson plans of references to the lat- hazards, and proper communications. They also
est resource documentation before the lessons are documented their observations in real time and
presented. (Finding 18: Revision 0 of the lesson provided both positive and negative observations
plan entitled Evaporator Feed System does not to the drill participants during the drill critiques
reference the correct revision of the SAR.) and debriefs. WHC shift personnel were effective

In response to this finding, WHC has updated in their responses to the casualty scenarios. They
the subject lesson plan to reflect the current revi- were observant of the chain of command, used
sion of the SAR. This finding is closed, proper communications protocols, and were pro-

fessional in behavior and in the performance of
Drills log-keeping, notification, and other duties. the

During the week of January 17, 1994, three deficits in radiological protection response noted
drills--EVAP-ADG-263-2A, Loss of Electrical in Section E of this report were in evidence, how-
Power (No DG); EVAP-ADG-5A, Hazardous Waste ever, and there is room for improvement in cer-
Spill with a Contaminated Injured Person; and tain other aspects of drill conduct and administra-
EVAP-ADG-263--6, Loss of Compressed Air Drill-- tion.
were conducted in accordance with WHC-IP-0883, WHC-IP-0883, Section 6.6, Conduct of Drills,
Section 6.6, Conduct of Drills. The drills involved provides drill evaluation criteria for use in deter-
actual and simulated response to various aspects mining the overall performance of operating shift
of 242-A Evaporator operation. The drill guidance members and the operating shift team. Perfor-
documents were developed by Operator Training mance is scored on a three-point scale. The crite-
Department personnel and approved by the Op- ria for operating shift members, however, are not
erations Manager to allow "demonstration of suitable for evaluating support (nonoperating) per-
knowledge and understanding of proper response." sonnel such as health physics technicians, indus-
Assessment of these drills encompassed the activi- trial hygiene technicians, and maintenance person-
ties of the shift operations and support personnel, nel. Moreover, unsuitable scoring techniques are
including activities inside and outside the 242-A employed; during postdrill critiques, some evalua-
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torsusedplusesandminuses(e.g.,2+,3-)toscore processisinplacetoensurethatthecomments
drillparticipantson thethree-pointscale.Finally, areevaluatedandactedon--byupgradingdrillsor
drillguidesdonotprovidea completereferenceto improvingtrainingmodules,forexample.
applicableproceduresandstandards,norarespe- Corerequirement6 ofDOE 5480.31readsin
cificexpectations(jobperformancemeasures)pro- part:"A processhasbeenestablishedtoidentify,
videdforsuchasthefollowingquestions: evaluate,andresolvedeficienciesandrecommen-

dationsmade by oversightgroups,officialreview
Where shouldtheproceduresbelocated? teams,auditorganizations,andtheoperatingcon-

Which portionsofthefloorshouldbe swiped? tractor."Analysesofdrillperformancearecrucial
tothatend:theyprovideinputusefulinvarious

Who shouldbe notified? functionalareas--procedures,training,engineer-
Inwhat ordershouldnotificationsbe made? ing,maintenance,healthphysics:fireprotection.

Theyalsoconstitutealessons-learnedprocessthat
How much timeshouldelapsebeforeresponse? enhancestherelevanceand thusthevalueofthe

How many attemptsatcorrectiveactionshould drillsthemselves.(Finding08:No formalprocess
bemade? offeedbackon lessonslearnedduringdrillsisin

place.)
What communications are expected? In response to this finding, WHC has conRrmed
Which OSRs should be addressed? that a sitewide program is in place to upgrade the

drill program. As part of the continuing-training
Drill references should include applicable pro- process scheduled to commence on April 1, 1994,

cedures, training modules, and DOE Orders. Per- drills will be evaluated and training will be up-
formance measures should make explicit the per- graded. Additionally, drills will be critiqued with
formance expectations and should provide, in the every shift for lessons learned. This finding is re-
aggregate, guidance that is conclusive in determin- solved.
ing the qualifications of a shift team member. Such Drills observed during the ORE at the 242-A
guidance would allow for consistency among drills, Evaporator typically involved personnel not nor-
evaluators, and expectations. The adequacy of shift mally expected to be on shift. These drills did not
member performance during drills may not be challenge administrative safeguards associated with
evaluated consistently in the absence of specific the SAR minimum staffing level. Accordingly,
performance measures. (Finding 01: Shift mem- evaluations of the drills may not uncover deficien-
ber drill evaluation criteria are not tied to clear cies in individual, shift, and facility performance
job performance measures for critical positions.) during periods of minimum staffing. Facility drills

In response to this finding, WHC will expand should simulate, as closely as practicable, minimal
drill criteria to include technicians and mainte- facility staffing conditions. (Finding 11: Drills do
nance personnel, to ensure that the tasks they per- not test the response capability under minimal
form are encompassed by drill evaluations. Fur- staffing conditions.) (Note: Prior to the ORE, suc-
thermore, WHC will have evaluators maintain cessful performance was demonstrated in drills con-
strict scoring on drills and, to this end, will stop ducted at the ihcility under conditions of normal
their practice of add;_g pluses and minuses to drill and SAR-stipulated minimum staffing.)
scores. The Conduct of Drills procedure (Section In response to this finding, WHC provided evi-
6.6 of WHC-IP-0833) will be revised by May 1, 1994. dence of the number of drills during 1993 at the
With respect to "specific job performance mea- 242-A Evaporator: 55 drills were conductedm31
sures," WHC has expressed the belief that current on the day shift, 7 on the swing shift, and 11 on
criteria for evaluating individual or team drill per- the night shift. This finding is closed.
formance are sufficient. EH has evaluated the in- Core requirement 3 of DOE 5480.31 states:
formation provided by WHC and, based on appli- "Level of knowledge of operations and operations
cation of the "graded approach," concurs with this support personnel is adequate based on reviews of
position. This finding is resolved, examinations and examination results, and selected

Many potentially valuable comments are gen- interviews of operating and operations support per-
erated in postdrill critiques conducted by WHC sonal." Deficiencies identified in the training pro-
management. Nevertheless, no formal, approved gram are collectively a concern.
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G. MANAGEMENT AND DOE OVERSIGHT

The Office of Hanford Programs (EM-36), Such was also the case with the original draft of
through DOE-RL, has both line management and the Supplemental Plan for the Operational Readi-
oversight responsibility for the 242-A Evaporator. ness Evaluation of the 242-A EvaporatorCrystal-
The ORE conducted by this office yielded eleven lizer Restart (2nd site visit). An EH review of the
findings and one observation with regard to evapo- supplemental plan against the requirements of
rator management and oversight. Pertinent con- DOE 5480.31 disclosed certain deficiencies. A1-
cerns of the EH team were addressed in the pre- though the plan conforms to the technical intent
liminary findings and observations of the ORE (see of the Order, it does not meet several important
box, p. 24). administrative requirements, including the require-

ment that EH be granted the opportunity to re-
Assessment Basis view and comment on the plan. Additionally, the

review of previous concerns called for in the origi-
The team evaluated ORE activities, WHC staff nal draft plan was insufficient in depth.

and management systems, and the readiness of the EH reviewed and commented on the ORE plan
242-A Evaporator for restart against the require- during the first week of the on-site portion of the
ments of DOE 5480.5, Safety of Nuclear Facilities; assessment. One area of interest was the disposi-
DOE 5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements tion of "Comments and Observations" made by the
for DOE Facilities; DOE 5480.26, Trending and ORE team as a result of the first site visit in June
Analysis of Operations Information Using Perfor. 1993 and included as Appendix D of its initial re-
mance Indicators; and DOE 5480.31, Startup and port. Significant issues identified by EM did not
Restart of Nuclear Facilities. Also used in the evalu- require formal corrective action plans, and correc-
ation process were DOE-RL Directives, Guidelines tive action was not completed before the second
of the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations site visit. Of particular concern to EH was the com-
(INPO), Secretary of Energy Notices (SENs), and ment contained in report item M.q.4.2: "The fol-
WHC requirements documents, lowing DOE Orders were identified as applicable

to the Evaporator, but have not had compliance
, pproacll assessment performed: DOE Orders (latest ver-

The team reviewed the ORE Plan for the 242- sions) 4700.1, 5482.1B, 5631.2B, 5480.3, 5500.1B,
A Evaporator/Crystallizer, the Restart Implemen- 5480.6, 5480.8, 5500.4, 5480.18A, 5500.7A, 5480.22,
tation Plan for Follow-up Visit, and preliminary 5500.10 5480.23, 5530.3 5480.24, 5630.11A, and
ORE findings and observations. It also participated 5480.26..."
in ORE interviews, observed drills conducted by EH concluded that the EM plan needed
the operating staffofthe 242-A Evaporator, moni- strengthening to meet the requirements of DOE
tored the ORE team meetings, and conducted in- Order compliance. DOE 5480.31, Section 9.b.ll,
terviews specific to the areas of health and safety requires a statement in each final report as to
management, whether any identified nonconformances or sched-

ules for gaining compliance with applicable DOE
Results Orders have been justified in writing; have been

formally approved; and in the opinion of the team,

EM and DOE-RL Oversight maintain adequate protection of the public healthand safety, worker safety, and the environment.
The EM evaluation of the operational readi- In order to satisfy this requirement, a full Order

ness of the 242-A Evaporator (the second site visit) compliance review must be performed before the
was originally planned as a follow-up review and ORE review.
closeout of the prestart corrective actions taken in Given the extended period of evaporator shut-
response to the first ORE conducted in June 1993. down, the length of time since the June 1993 ORE,
EM also planned to perform vertical slice reviews the requirements of DOE 5480.31, and the Tank
in a few functional areas. The June 1993 ORE was Farm stand-down for conduct-of-operations issues,
conducted before the issuance of DOE 5480.31, EH expanded the scope of the EM Operational
Startup and Restart of Nuclear Facilities, Septem- Readiness Evaluation plan to include Order com-
ber 15, 1993, and thus did not comply with several pliance, a review of selected Attachment D com-
important requirements specified in the Order. ments and observations, and other requirements
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contained in DOE 5430.31. In addition to EM's authority of each position supportive of health,
efforts for the ORE, EH-11 conducted independent safety, and the environment at Hanford are clearly
reviews of DOE-RL performance in conduct of defined and understood, and that manpower and
operations and other functional areas, resources are sufficient to accomplish assigned

A revised ORE plan was issued and imple- tasks. The conclusion reached by EM was that the
mented during the ORE to provide the scope and DOE-RL oversight function needs strengthening.
depth necessary for a determination of the readi- There are a lack of approved procedures govern-
ness of WHC management to restart the 242-A ing oversight activities, a shortage of staff (only
Evaporator. The EH assessment produced no ob- three "interim" Site Representatives are available),
servations or findings with regard to management and a backlog of Occurrence Reports. The staffing
beyond those yielded by the ORE. deficiencies have been acknowledged by DOE-RL,

The ORE team included seven assessors and a and interim oversight guidance for evaporator op-
team leader from EM-362. Areas of review included eration is being developed.
engineering, occupational heMt, h and safety, indus- The ORE activities conducted to date meet the
trial hygiene, operations, Order compliance, envi- intent of DOE 5480.31. In a review of ORE close-
ronmental protection, management, conduct of out activities, EH determined that EM has veri-
operations, laboratories, and maintenance. EH fied the implementation of corrective actions nec-
noted that the reviews of occupational health and essary to resolve all outstanding ORE prestart find-
safety, industrial hygiene, and environmental pro- ings.
tection were comprehensive and thoroughly per-

formed. WHC Management Oversight
The results of the EM Operational Readiness

Evaluation included 5 prestart and 14 poststart All evidence points to thorough involvement
findings. A collective review of these and the EH by WHC in operation of the 242-A Evaporator. The
findings indicates that the distinction between company's management surveillance program, de-
"prestart" and "poststart" is appropriate, scribed in WHC-IP-0842, Waste Tank Adminis-

With the issuance of DOE 5480.31, DOE raised tration Manual, Section 5.1.2, establishes the re-
the standards for and requirements of facilities and quirements for Facility Managers to conduct sur-
field offices regarding preparation for facility veillances. These surveillances help to ensure that
startup or restart. At the time of the initial EH waste tank operations facilities meet administra-
assessment, DOE-RL had not transmitted 5480.31 tive, housekeeping, and safety requirements. Ex-
to WHC for implementation. It did so in February ecution of the surveillances, however, is inconsis-
1994. tent. Section 5.1.2 requires that the Facility Man-

WHC had previously conducted compliance ager or a representative perform a surveillance on
assessments for 44 of the 52 Orders with safety one facility per week on a rotating basis so that

implications and had identified 193 non-compli- each facility is inspected at least once a month. A
ances. It had then evaluated each noncompliance review of data sheets reveals that the last such sur-
using the Priority Planning Grid system, which veillance was in June 1993. Moreover, several sur-
assigns values based on risks associated with the veillances scheduled for completion in December
noncompliances. However, it had not prepared or and January were not performed.
submitted Compliance Schedule Agreements WHC management is in the process of updat-
(CSAs) or exemption requests to DOE-RL, and ing the surveillance program to focus more atten-
neither DOE-RL nor EM could have reviewed the tion on aspects of conduct of operations. New sur-

submittal_ because a process had not yet been es- veillance checklists and rotating schedules hav_
tablished. WHC has subsequently completed com- been developed, but procedures have not been for-
pliance reviews of the remaining 8 Orders and is- malized yet. It is the view of the EH team that
sued CSAs for all 52. DOE-RL and EM are devel- when the transition to the new program is com-

oping methods to process CSAs for all the findings plete and all instructions have been formalized,
reflected in the ORE report. EH has reviewed the WHC will have an effective program by which to
noncompliances deriving from the compliance re- monffor and measure its progress toward meeting
views of the additional eight Orders and has deter- conduct-of-operations goals. However, the irregu-
mined that they pose no significant safety risk to larity of surveillances under the new program is a
the evaporator, source of concern. In formalizing that program,

EM reviewed the DOE-RL organization to WHC should ensure an avenue of communication
ensure that the responsibilities, accountability, and by which management can convey its expectations
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The management programs currently in place at the facility do not comply fully with the requirements of
DOE Orders in the areas of self-assessment,surveillance, lessons learned, trending, and performance
measurement. (Resolved)

Finding 02: June prestart finding H.2.8.2 was not closed before the January ORE,and controls have
not been established to ensure that communication systemsare kept in the appropriate
configuration before and after restart. (Resolved)

Finding 27: WHC has not fully implemented its facility surveillance program. (Resolved)

Finding 32: WHC has not established a formal program of management self-assessmentfor the 242-
A Evaporator. (Closed)

Finding 34: WHC has not implemented a formal lessons-learnedprogram for the 242-A Evaporator
in accordance with the requirements of WHC-CM-1-4 and DOE 5000.3A. (Closed)

Finding 35: WHC has not established a formal goals and objectives program or performance mea-
surement system for the 242-A Evaporator. (Closed)

Finding 36: WHC has not established a formal program for analyzing and trending Occurrence Re-
port data. (Resolved)

IIIII I IIII

and ensure management accountability for conduct nication systems must be improved to ensure that,
of the required surveillances. (Finding 27: WHC during normal operations and casualty/emergency
has not fully implemented its facility surveillance conditions, all areas can hear and understand the
program.) information being relayed." DOE-RL closed this

In response to this finding, WHC will formally restart concern on grounds of effective WHC re-
document the management surveillance program sponse. Persistence of the problem was evident,
in WHC-IP-0842, Waste Tank Administration however, in the performance of three 242-A Evapo-
Manual, Section 5.1.2. The date for issuance of the rator drills during the week of January 17, 1994,
procedure and full program implementation is and was confirmed in a follow-up review by WHC.
March 15, 1994. WHC has indicated that Section Adjustments in speaker volume control and orien-
5.1.1 of WHC-IP-0842 has been revised as draft tation instituted by WHC appear to have corrected

Section 5A. 1.1. The procedure covers management the problem, but the administrative and physical
surveillances whose participants are senior man- controls necessary to ensure against a recurrence
agers within the tank waste remediation system, have not been established. (Finding 02: June
The final draft of section 5A.l.1 is scheduled for prestart finding H.2.8.2 was not closed before the
issuance by March 25, 1994; full program imple- January ORE, and controls have not been estab-
mentation i,_due by April 22, 1994. This finding is lished to ensure that communication systems are
resolved, kept in the appropriate configuration before and

WHC has not completed corrective actions in after restart.)
response to restart concerns identified during the In response to this finding, WHC made speaker
June ORE. The basis for one such concern was June volume control and orientation adjustments for

prestart Finding H.2.8.2, which reads: "Commu- areas noted to be deficient during recent drills. An
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Operations Tickler will be written to ensure that dure. The EH team has reviewed the procedure as
announcements in all areas serviced by the public well as several recently issued lesson-learned docu-
address system can be heard and understood. The ments. No additional concerns have been identi-
tickler will be accomplished quarterly. This find- fled. This finding is closed.
ing is resolved. No formal program of goals and objectives as-

Several self-assessments have been conducted sociated performance measurement system exists
at the 242-A Evaporator in accordance with the for the 242-A Evaporator. To encourage excellence
Self-Assessment Implementation Plan, September in activities and provide for the measurement of
1993, Appendix G. Self-assessments were also per- progress toward specific targets, a formal goals and
formed by the Progress Improvement Team and objectives program and performance measurement
the Performance-Based Evaluation Team during system should be implemented. (Finding 35: WHC
the evaporator stand-down. As yet, however, WHC has not established a formal goals and objectives
has not established a formal program of manage- program or a performance measurement system
ment self-assessment at the 242-A Evaporator. To for the 242-A Evaporator.)
facilitate the identification of weaknesses and to In response to this finding, WHC has completed
provide for continued improvement in processes the development of a formal program of goals and
and activities, WHC should implement a formal objectives as well as performance indicators for the
management self-assessment program. (Finding 242-A Evaporator. The program has been inte-
32: WHC has not established a formal program of grated with the self-assessment program to pro-
management self-assessment for the 242-A Evapo- vide for the tracking of performance in the areas
rator.) being monitored. This finding is closed.

In response to this finding, WHC has devel- There is also no formal program for trending
oped a procedure establishing a self-assessment Occurrence Report data for the 242-A Evapora-
process at the 242-A Evaporator. The procedure tor. WHC is developing such a program, however,
has been documented as WHC-IP-0842, Section and it is scheduled for implementation in June
5A. 1.3, 242-A Evaporator Self Assessment Pro- 1994. A formal program for analyzing and trend-
gram. This finding is closed, ing Occurrence Report data is essential for the 242-

No lessons-learned program or implementing A Evaporator. (Finding 36: WHC has not estab-
procedures have been established for the 242-A lished a formal program for analyzing and trend-
Evaporator. However, a draft lessons-learned pro- ing Occurrence Report data.)
cedure, WHC-IP-0842, Section 5.6.2, has been In response to this finding, WHC has initiated
prepared, and a pilot program based on this proce- the development of a trending program, final imple-
dure is scheduled for implementation by April 25, mentation being scheduled sometime after June
1994. A formal lessons-learned program ensures 15, 1994. The safety risk in the interim should be
that the staff is aware of safety issues and events negligible, however, as WHC has noted, and EH
affecting the work environment. (Finding 34: has verified, a downward trend in Occurrence Re-
WHC has not implemented a formal lessons-learned port data since 1992. This finding is resolved.
program for the 242-A Evaporator in accordance Several major management programs, as dis-
with the requirements of DOE 5000.3A and proce- cussed above, have not been fully developed and
dure WHC-CM-1-4.) implemented at the 242-A Evaporator in accor-

In response to this finding, WHC has devel- dance with the requirements of DOE Orders. Col-
oped a Tank Farm-specific lessons-learned proce- lectively, these deficiencies are a concern.
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H. CLOSURE ACTIVITIES

Oversight of the June 1993 ORE was conducted Results
separately by the Office of Nuclear Safety Site The status of previous findings and observa-
Representatives (EH-14) and the Office of Envi- tions is provided in Appendix B. They are groupedronment, Safety and Health, Office of Performance
Assessment (EH-32). Vertical slice reviews by the into four categories: (1) ORE effectiveness, (2)
EH team in June 1993 produced findings and ob- worker safety and health, (3) occupational safety
servations _n the areas of industrial hygiene, con- and health management, and (4) DOE-RL over-
duct of operat'.'ons, fire protection, training, qual- sight. Those findings and observations in the firstcategory constitute lessons learned for application
ity assurance, management, and DOE-RL over- in strengthening the ORE process. Those in the
sight, latter three pertain specifically to management and

operations and derive from vertical slice reviews.
Assessment Basis Because of differences in the tracking systems

The EH team evaluated the adequacy and sta- used by DOE and WHC, the numbering of the ob-
tus of corrective actions by EM, RL, and WHC to servations and findings may be inconsistent. The
previously identified concerns in accordance with wording of the individual observation or finding
the requirements of DOE 5480.31, Startup and should be used to verify the correct item. EH con-
Restart of Nuclear Facilities. The evaluation fea- siders this list as the final status of its previous
tured reviews of DOE-RL Directives, INPO Guide- observations and findings.
lines, SEN Notices, and WHC requirements docu-
ments.

Approach
The team participated in ORE interviews, in-

terfaced with WHC management, observed activi-
ties of the operating staff of the 242-A Evapora-
tor, and monitored the ORE team meetings.



Listing of Concerns and Corrective Actions

HTF-242A-94-01-01 Closed

The requirements of DOE 5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities, have not
been fully satisfied, nor have requests for exemption from compliance been justified.

1. WHC has conducted a complete reassessmentof the DOE 5480.19 applicability matrix
against procedures governing and implementing the elements of conduct of operations.

2. For each nonconformance identified during the reassessment,WHC haseither corrected
the nonconformance or submitted a Compliance Schedule Agreement to DOE-RL.

HTF-242A-94-01-02 Closed

WHC has not completed the establishment of all formal procedures required for the conduct of facility
operations.

1. Procedure changeshave been initiated to correct identified discrepancies.

2. Shift instructions have been issued to have Shift Managers review the importance of
procedure compliance, and the requirement to always use procedures has been reiter-
ated to all 242-A Evaporator operators.

3. The WHC self-assessmentprogram has been updated to include procedure compliance
as a performance objective and criterion.

4. Surveillance procedures have been modified to clearly indicate acceptance criteria and
to clarify the use of acceptance criteria and constraints for continuing testing.

5. Shift Managers have received USQ and impact-level training.

6. The shift "tickler list" hasbeen reviewed to identify and incorporate any items that should
be listed in the procedures.

HTF-242A-94-01-03 Resolved

Maintenance on the AP and AW Tank Farmradiation monitors does not ensure their accuracy and thus
their suitability for the support of facility operations.

1. WHC will implement a work priority system per DOE 4330.4A by May 31, 1994.

2. WHC will revise/improve the existing job control system per DOE 4330.4A by June 30,
1994.

3. WHC will revise the maintenance implementation plan per DOE 4330.4A by June 30,
1994.
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HTF-242A-94-01-04 Closed

The USQdetermination processdoesnot includeall activitiesthat could impact the authorization
basis.

1. ProcedureWHC-IP-0842, Section15.9, hasbeen modified to requireapplicationof
the USQprocessto extensionsof temporarymodifications.

2. ShiftManagershave receivedUSQtraining.

3. ProcedureWHC-IP-0842, Sedion 15.9 hasbeen revisedto correctdiscrepanciesand
to provide additionalguidanceon approvaldesignators.

4. Memorandum86122-90--366 hasbeen reviewedby the PlantReviewCommittee.

HTF-242A-94-01-05 Closed

TheOSRsdo not addressall therequirementsandsystemsnecessarytoprotect thehealthandsafetyof
theworker.

1. ProcessControl Plandatadiscrepanciesandcorrectiveactionshavebeen incorporated
into Revision4 of the WasteAnalysisPlan.

2. Section 15.5 of WHC-IP-0842 hasbeen supersededby implementationof the USQ
process.

3. Traininghasbeen providedto all ShiftManagersto clarifythe requirementsfor entering
OSRaction statements.

4. OSRsurveillanceshavebeen rewrittento clearly identifyacceptancecriteria.

5. Surveillanceproceduresaddressingsafety-relatedportions of the cathodic protection
systemhavebeenwritten.

HTF-242A-94-0 1-06 Resolved

Poorradiologicalprotection practiceswereevidentduring theperformanceof a facility radiological
control drill.

1. WHC will developanemergencyresponseduty cardfor healthphysicstechniciansand
supervisorsto addressrequired responsesby May 1,1994.

2. An appropriateradiologicaldrill performanceguidewill be developedby May 1,1994.
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HTF-242A-94-01-07 Resolved

Some aspects of the facility training program are deficient in scope and applicability.

1. Drill criteria will be expanded to include technicians and maintenance personnel by
May 1, 1994.

2. The conduct of drill procedure will be revised to ensure strict conformance with grading
criteria by May 1, 1994.

3. Drill results will be evaluated, and lessonslearned from Occurrence Reports reviewed,
to update the continuing training program as required by April 1, 1994.

4. Future drill schedules will provide evaluation of minimum staffing conditions.

5. A plan will be issued to certify the 242-A Operations Manager by March 31, 1994.

HTF-242A-94-01-08 Resolved

The management programs in place at the facility do not comply fully with the requirements of DOE
Orders in the areas of self-assessment, surveillance, lessons learned, trending, and performance
measurement.

1. WHC will fully docume it the management surveillance programs in WHC-IP-0842 by
April 22, 1994.

2. WHC has developed a 242-A Evaporator Self-AssessmentProgram and incorporated it
into WFIC-I P-0842.

3. WHC has developed a Tank Farm-specific lessons-learned procedure.

4. WHC has completed the development of a formal program for goals and objectives as
well as performance indicators.

5. WHC will develop a formal trending program for implementation by June 15, 1994.



Status of Previous

EH-32 Findings and Concerns

EHOA-HAN-242A-01/O Closed

The EM Operational Readiness Evaluation team lacked technical strength in the industrial hygiene
area.

EHOA-HAN-242A-02/O Closed

The EM Operational Readiness Evaluation team did not provide the EH assessment team with
documentation to substantiate satisfactory closure of checklist subobjectives and criteria.

EHOA-HAN-242A-03/O Closed

Administrative control of the EM Operational ReadinessEvaluation process did not ensure that data
contained in completed checklists are of sufficient quality or that these data are provided in a timely
manner.

EHOA-HAN-242A-04/O Closed

WHC does not provide on-the-job, facility-specific training for safetyand health professionalsat the 242-
A Evaporator.

EHOA-HAN-242A-01/F Closed

The selection process for industrial hygiene technicians does not ensure that personnel filling these
positions are formally qualified to perform their duties.

EHOA-HAN-242A-02/F Closed

Interim compensatory measures have not been instituted at the 242-A Evaporator to characterize
effluents and thereby provide for the protection of worker safetyand health.

EHOA-HAN-242A-05/O Resolved

Characterization of process effluents from the 242-A Evaporator was not performed in a manner that
would provide for the protection of worker safe'_yand health.
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' EHOA-HAN-242A-O3/F Closed

WHC has not provided industrial hygiene procedures or performance-based training in the calibration
and use of combustible gas and oxygen meters. Consequently, it has not ensured that combustible gas
and oxygen meters are properly calibrated before being used.

EHOA-HAN-242A-06/O Resolved

Employee exposure monitoring for potential health hazardsother than ammonia (e.g., NPH) is not in
place at the 242-A Evaporator.

EHOA-HAN-242A-04/F Closed

Interim compensatory measures have not been implemented at the 242-A Evaporator to monitor
employees for potential health hazardsother than ammonia.

EHOA-HAN-242A--05/F Closed

Evaporator facilities have not been evaluated to determine whether they should be classifiedaspermit-
required confined spaces,and a formal confined-spaceprogram for the facility hasnot been implemented.

EHOA-HAN-242A--O6/F Closed

Airflow pattern surveys have not been performed at the 242-A Evaporator to determine and correct
zone imbalances.

EHOA-HAN-242A-07/0 Resolved

Management and engineering personnel supporting the 242-A Evaporator, including the cognizant
engineer, have not received training that incorporates indoctrination in basic fire protection.

EHOA-HAN-242A-07/F Resolved

Interim compensatory measures have not been instituted for lessons-learnedand trending programs at
the 242-A Evaporator.

EHOA-HAN-242A-08/O Resolved

Because a consistent and effective management structure has not been implemented, long-term safe
and reliable operation of the 242-A Evaporator cannot be ensured.
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EHOA-HAN-242A--08/F Resolved

WHChasnotproperlyimplementeditspriority-planninggridsystemforclosingout 242-A Evaporator
punch list items.

EHOA-HAN-242A-09/O Closed

Proceduresandpracticesare not in placeto obtain like-for-likeor equivalentreplacementpartsand
materialsfor maintenanceactivitiesat the 242-A Evaporator.

EHOA-HAN-242A-10/O Closed

RichlandOperationsOfficeimplementingprocedureRLIP1300.1,SiteRepresentativeProgram,dated
September17, 1992,whichgrantsSiteRepresentativesaccessto the242-A Evaporatorcontrol area,is
in conflict with the latestrevisionof the 242-A EvaporatorSAR.



Acronyms and Initialisms

ARP Annunciator response procedure

CRA Criteria and Review Approach

CSA Compliance Schedule Agreement

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOE-RL DOE Richland Operations Office

ECN Engineering change notice

EH Office of Environment, Safety and Health (DOE)

EM Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (DOE)

INPO Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

LCO Limiting condition for operation

ORE Operational Readiness Evaluation

ORR Operational Readiness Review

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSR Operational safety requirement

PCA Procedure change authorization

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RWP Radiation Work Permit

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SEN Secretary of Energy Notice (obsolete)

USQ Unreviewed safety question

WHC Westinghouse Hanford Company
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